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CHAPTER 1 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
Self-healing is a novel technology for repairing the failures/defects of modern 

nanoprocessors to their original logic [16]. Until now this technology has been researched 

for the purpose of using hardware/time redundancy to increase reliability of such systems 

or yield of such systems [16]. For realizing self-healing, material for devices should be 

changed to chemically organic components which are including carbon because existing 

conventional silicon-based devices never have chemically organic properties. Even 

though nanoelectronics are new technology, J. von Neumann published already one of the 

first papers on nanoelectronics in 1956 [21].  

This paper topic is "Probabilistic Logics and the Synthesis of Reliable Organisms from 

Unreliable Components". In this von Neumann paper, static defects and dynamic failures 

were issued because initially bad input or transient and intermittent failures occurred. 

Neumann got a solution and proposed redundancy model for static defects with bad 

inputs and dynamic failures with transient. A conventional fault tolerance systems uses 

through space redundancy or time redundancy usually [22]. This fault tolerance gets over 

expected number of failures/defects in manufactured devices for increasing its reliability 
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or yield. Spare processors in a processors array are usually idle or useless in normal 

operation and they are used only after a failure is detected through periodic or diagnosis 

and the processor array is reconfigured to include them [7]. Since the concept of self-

healing is inspired by human body healing system, the processing of self-healing 

automatically is achieved by itself. The presented self-healing systems also use hardware 

redundancy to increase reliability but they can have only minimum required spare 

processors during self-healing processing to keep stable whole systems.  

Self-healing must be performed by itself without any interruption or conscious input from 

a human or external system and must repair failures/defects to original/normal.  

In order to realize the process of self-healing, Carbon-nanotube must be used for wires to 

assemble and interconnect assembled components in its architecture. Expected 

failures/defects model have to be identified [16] in the Self-healing in Carbon-

nanotube/nanowire FET-based nanoarray systems.  

Significant progress has been made in the area of nanoscale science and technology in the 

past decade [17].  As one of the most interesting nanomaterials, Carbon-nanotubes 

(CNTs) [11] have received significant attention in terms of fundamental properties, 

measurements, and potential applications [17]. The Carbon nanotube has been researched 

in physics and chemistry, and its self-healing capability has been developed. Extensive 

research studies were stimulated, featuring purely experimental, theoretical, as well as 

computer simulation approaches [8]. One of the striking features of CNTs is the potential 

to use them in nanoscale devices due to their very interesting mechanical [8], optical as 
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well as electrical properties. Carbon Nanotubes will be one of the core and base of future 

technology since Carbon Nanotubes devices have better properties than silicon based 

devices. Many researchers of the carbon-nanotube have focused on electronic devices 

which will be the next generation of devices [14]. Recently, researches have been focused 

on the Carbon-nanotube's capability of self-healing.  

In self-healing system, atoms in Carbon-nanotubes are excited to heal failures/defects and 

restore normal structure when the structures are broken or defected [12, 23, 24]. The 

advantages of Carbon nanotubes nanoarray-based architecture are first of all 

miniaturization, fault tolerance, and nanoscale manufacuturing skill.  In addition, 

specially crossed nanoarray based architecture has a capability of self-healing in Carbon-

nanotubes. The disadvantage of Carbon-nanotube is not easy to connect with Silicon 

based devices. Manufactured nanoscale architectures have to communicate with existed 

typical silicon-based devices by using its interconnection wires.  In nanoscale 

architecture, there are a lot of defects/failures in Carbon-nanotube/wires and 

failures/defects are expected at crossed point and contacted point with silicon nanowires 

which is used as interconnecting wires in assembled nanoarray architecture usually. To 

solve this problems fault tolerance used to reconfigure with redundant spare components 

but it has a limitation in countless faults of devices. One of the important Carbon 

properties is chemically self-bonding which can form molecular structures as nanotube. It 

is possible to heal/repair failures and defects in the Carbon-nanotube. This healing 

function by itself in Carbon-nanotube can reduce money and space for electronic devices. 
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The objective of this thesis is to identify self-healing in the Carbon-nanotube and develop 

yield model. Also, this thesis will present failures/defects model characterization of 

carbon-nanotubes and a self-healing process capability in such failures/defect systems.  

Organization of this thesis is as follows. In section 2, preliminaries and review are 

presented.  Self-healing capability in carbon-nanotube is presented in section 3.  A 

proposed faults model characterization and yield analysis is presented in section 4.  

Conclusion is discussed in section 5.  Finally, references are in section 6.
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 

PRELIMINARIES AND REVIEW 

 
 
 

2.1 Molecular Material 
 
In 1991, a tubular variant of the "bulkyball" carbon molecule was discovered by    

Sumio Iijima of the NEC Fundamental Research Laboratory in Tsukuba, Japan [11]. It 

has been called Carbon Nanotubes [11] (CNTs). Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) is a 

molecular material composed of carbon atoms which are bonded as hexagon structure 

like a beehive. This interesing molecular material has mechanical and electrical 

properties. Carbon nanotubes have very strong structure and conductor or semiconductor 

properties. This molecular material, Carbon-nanotubes (CNTs), is enveloped around a 

tube and has nanometer width as well as micrometers length at most [14]. 

 

2.2 Structure of Carbon-Nanotubes 

A typical SWCNT (Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes) structure is shown in Figure 2.1 

[17]. This SWCNT is consisted of each node which has a carbon atom and lines are 

bonded chemically [17]. A carbon atom and three bonding lines make one node. 1-2 

nanometers in diameter and several micrometers in length are size of typical SWCNT 

[19]. A SWCNT has interesting properties such as lightweight, thermal, mechanical, and 

electrical properties.   
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A major feature of the SWCNT structure is the hexagon structrue look like a beehive that 

it is possible to make a chemical self-bonding to form molecular structure of Carbon-

nanotubes. This chemical self-bonding property is achieved by atom excitation which is 

happened by Carbon property when the hexagon pattern structure is broken. The basic 

hexagon bonding structure has shown in Figure 2.2 [17]. One atom can be linked with 

another neighbor atom to bond each other up to three neighbor atoms.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Molecular structure of Carbon-Nanotube 

 

The bonding mechanism is based on molecular structure of Carbon-nanotubes which is 

chemically linked and structured. 
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Figure 2.2: Basic hexagon bonded structure for one graphite 

 

In Figure 2.3, single-walled carbon nanotube is structured by various ways.  From one 

graphite layer to single-walled carbon-nanotube, there is a regulation to express a roll-up 

vector r and linear combinations of base vectors a and b [17]. 

r = na + mb  

Where, n and m are integers. 

Three different types of single-walled carbon-nanotube are defined by combinations of n 

and m. 

• m = 0, 'Zigzag',       

• n = m, 'Armchair',               

• Other, 'Chiral'.                 

Zigzag and Armchair these two structures are symmetrical structures and Chiral structure 

is arranged as a spiral asymmetric structure. A single-walled carbon-nanotube is defined 

by the vector which has two lines linked to two points (n, m).  In case of Figure 2.1, 

molecular structure has shown as a section of (10, 10) Carbon-nanotube. Various types of 

Carbon-nanotubes have shown in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.3: Definition of roll-up vector as linear combinations of base vectors a and b 

[17] 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Three structure types of Carbon Nanotubes [8] 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Carbon Nanotube Molecular Structure (nanometer wide and micrometers 

long)  [20]  
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Carbon-nanotube is a molecular material composed of carbon atoms which are enveloped 

around a tube and has nanometer in diameter and micrometers length at most [14]. Since 

Carbon-nanotube is chemically bonded, it is strong and flexible than silicon based 

devices. A typical carbon nanotube (CNT) molecular structure has shown in Figure 2.5.  

Carbon- nanotube has not only mechanical properties but also electrical properties. 

Carbon-nanotubes have various properties with their lattice geometry such as metals or 

semiconductors [14]. Since Carbon-nanotube is thin and small with nanometer size and 

micrometer long, we expect to design and manufacture more density and smaller devices. 

Nanoscale architecture is proposed by Dehon [1].  Dehon proposed array-based 

architecture for FET-based in nanoscale electronics.  This architecture is based on 

Carbon-nanotube and Silicon-nanowire and its size is extremely minimized and density.  

This Dehon's proposed architecture has several important properties which are 

minimization, fault tolerance, manufacturing skill [1]. In nanoscale architectures, 

nanowires and nanotubes are used to configure tile type's logic as interconnected wires 

[14].  Several tile types make mosaics which show crosspoints can be n-FET/p-FET 

logic. 

 

 

2.3 Transistors, Diodes, and NDRs 

Nanowires and nanotubes can be used as not only interconnect wires but also active 

devices such as transistors and diodes [14]. Carbon-nanowire diode is formed by a p-type 

nanowire and an n-type nanowire at crossed point. A bipolar junction transistor is formed 

by three nanowires with crossed wires.  Memory or logic devices are formed with 
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assembled one or more crosspoints.  Switched devices using suspended nanotubes have 

shown by Lieber et al.  This suspended nanotube switching devices has shown in Figure 

2.6.   

 

 

Suspended NT            Connected Junction       Disconnected junction

Support

Lower Conductor (Nanotube/Nanowire)

 

 

Figure 2.6: Suspended nanotube switching device [14] 

 

 

In between the two states, they are stable each other with an energy barrier at crossed 

nanotubes. This switched device using suspended nanotubes has two states which are ON 

and OFF states.  In OFF state, these tubes are isolated and mechanical forces keep their 

distance to prevent the top wire going down to the lower wire.  At that time, there are 

very high resistances between the conductors (GΩ s) to keep their distance at crossed 

point and the current between the crossed conductors is small because it has high 

resistance between the conductors when the supplied voltage is same. In ON state, these 

tubes are contacted and they have molecular power with a small resistance which is about 

100 kΩ s between two tubes. Nanotube-nanowire FET device with Oxide coverd 

nanowire has shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: Nanotube-nanowire FET device [1] 

 

 

A nanowire which is doped can make FET such as p-type and n-type semiconductors. To 

prevent direct electrical contact of a crossed conductor is used as growing the oxide over 

the Silicon-nanowires.  When the oxide thickness is increasing, Carbon-nanowire-diodes 

can be made with 5V turn-on at the junctions and joule heating is oxidizing the junction 

[9] shown in Figure 2.8.   
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Figure 2.8: CNW-diode AND gate [14] 
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Figure 2.9: CNW-FET NOR gate [14] 

 

Carbon-nanowire-diodes can be used as ROM or logic arrays which have one time 

programmable crosspoint or it can be used as an FET.  Passing high current through a 

low turn-on diode in air can increase the Oxide.  In non-conducting region, Carbon-

nanowire-diodes perform as FETs. A p-type and n-type can be a p-channel crossed 

nanowire FET. Carbon-nanowire-FET NOR gate has shown in Figure 2.9.  This NOR-
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FET gate was known as first reported nanoscale logic gate which has a voltage gain of 5 

at room temperature [9, 14]. Using suspended nanotube as shown in Figure 2.6, the 

switching device can be assembled as programmable diode OR array. The programmable 

diode OR array has shown in Figure 2.10. In Figure 2.10 (a), black squares shows there is 

no current that is OFF position suspended Nanotube. When programmed as "OFF", there 

is high impedence on junction. The outputs Vout1 = in1 or in3 and Vout2 = in1 or in2.  

In Figure 2.10 (b), assembled configurable OR planes used the suspended switching 

when it is low resistance p-n junction, wires are connecting and when it is high 

resistance, wires keep their distance as isolated. Molecular resonant tunneling diodes, 

often called negative differential resistors (NDRs) have been actualized and it is called 

NDRs [6]. These NDRs has a property of its own IV-curve.  IV-curve of NDRs has 

shown in Figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2.10: Programmable diode OR array [1] 
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Figure 2.11: I-V curve for a NDR (Negative Differential Resistors) device [14] 
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2.4 Programmable Logic Array and Nanoarray Architecture 

Molecular Switches, the crossed nanoarrays are assembled by first layer linked from left 

to right by flow directions, which is parallel array, and second layer linked from bottom 

to top that is crossed arrays made by changing flow directions. The crossed arrays and 

parallel arrays have shown in Figure 2.12.  

 

 

 

 

flow
PDMS mold

substrate
8 paral lel arrays

first layer               second layer                                8 x 8 crossed arrays
Crossed ar rays are made by changing flow direction

flow flow

 

 

Figure 2.12: Parallel array with single flows and crossed array with sequential crossed 

flows [10] 

 

 

At each Nanotube-Nanotube crosspoint (n, m), Carbon-nanotubes and nanowires form 

assembled crossed nanoarray structures.  The interconnection of the molecular scale wire 
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and tube are configured as switching devices at their crosspoints [1, 11]. Assembled 

functional nanoarrays, programmable logic arrays, and interconnects have shown in 

Figure 2.16.  

The crossed functional nanoarrays at their crosspoints execute a programmed function as 

programmable-logic-array and programmable interconnect [1, 11]. In Figure 2.13, 

molecular switches at junction in crossed array of nanowire function as diode. 
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Figure 2.13: Molecular switches at junction in crossed nanoarray [19] 
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The diameter of a nanowire is about 7.142 nanometers because the width is about 50 

nanometers (as shown in Figure 2.13) when crossed array of nanowires are structured 

with a crossed section of (4, 4) Carbon-nanotube. Usually the diameter of nanowires is 

ranging from 6 to 20 nanometers and length of nanometer is ranging from 1 to 30 

microns [14]. Parallel nanowires have space between two nanowires. This space width is 

almost same as nanotubes regularily. The length of a nanotube in one PLA is about 112 

nanometers because 8 nanotubes and 8 intervals between nanotubes in an 8 by 8 block. 

Actually, it is difficult to evaluate nanoscale wires since the nanowires at crossed point 

are interwined together [14].  

The molecular-scale wires can be arranged into interconnected, crossed arrays with 

molecular switching devices at their cross points.  These crossed arrays can function as 

programmable-logic arrays and programmable interconnect as shown in Figure 2.17      

[1, 2]. The Programmable-Logic Arrays (PLAs) architecture has only both OR logic and 

NOR logic because these logic combinations can make any arbitrary possible logic set.  

In Figure 2.15, it shows how OR PLA and NOR PLA work respectively and together.  In 

this case, the output F1 is programmed to compute ((A1 OR C1) NOR (E3 OR F3)) and 

the output F3 is programmed to compute ((B5 OR D5) NOR (D6 OR E6 OR G6)).  

Another PLA can accept the output F1 and F3 as input through interconnections.  Each 

PLA is connected by interconnections which can reconfigure it. As shown in Figure 2.15 

black dots in crossed array are connected as junction switch on. At cross point, molecular 

devices are layered into crossed arrays as molecular switches or programmable diodes.  

In Figure 2.14, molecular switches function as diode which is ON state or OFF state 

followed by I-V characteristic.   
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"ON" State                     "OFF" State

I

V

            (a)                                                                           (b)  

Figure 2.14: (a) A junction switch (b) A representative I-V characteristic [19] 

 

 

 

 A    B   C   D   E   F   G   H                                      F1   F2  F3   F4  F5  F6 F7 F8

        OR                    Inteconnect                       NOR

Output F1 is programmed to compute (A1 OR C1) NOR  (E3 OR F3)
Output F3 is programmed to compute (B5 OR D5) NOR  (D6 OR E6 OR G6)
Output F1 and F3  can be used as inputs to other PLAs through interconnect. 
Output F1  and F3  are ready to send message to another PLA to compute
more calculation or send message to output line.
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7
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5

4

3

2

1

 

 

Figure 2.15: Programmable Logic Array (OR and NOR) [19] 
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Figure 2.14(b) shows its I-V characteristic. This molecular switch has a representative I-

V characteristic. Assembled nanoarray architecture is consist of decodes, nanotubes, 

microscaled wires, and PLAs (OR and NOR) as shown in Figure 2.17. In assembled 

molecular-scale arrays, there are micro-scale wires to interconnect each PLAs and supply 

power.  

 

 

Programmable interconnect

PLA PLA PLA

PLA PLA PLA

PLA PLA PLA

Inteconnect is programmed used to 
address the cross-point in the array
and provide power supply  

 

Figure 2.16: Programmable Logic Arrays and Interconnect [19] 
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Figure 2.17: Assembled nanotube array-based architecture [1, 2] 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

SELF-HEALING CAPABILITY IN CARBON-NANOTUBES 

 

 

3.1 Self-healing Systems 

Electric devices toward nanoscale, the self-healing in nanoscale devices is seriously 

considered because devices are minimized and dense [24]. W. G. Bouricius et al called 

"self-repair" [5] as the use of redundant components. Von Neumann proposed systems 

that use modular redundancy [21] system performs a reconfiguration to heal a fault 

component on permanent faults. Philip Koopman said it is too soon to say a real self-

healing and he proposed definition of term "self-healing". Philip Koopman defined self-

healing that such a system has to be able to heal itself without any input [16]. 

Typical fault-tolerance systems perform a reconfiguration to repair a system which has 

permanent defects/failures, but reconfiguring system just use redundant component to 

replace defect component to normal component. The self-healing system can heal defect 

component and then recovered component re-used as normal component. Emerging of 

Carbon-nanotube can realize self-healing systems. The system consisted of Carbon-

nanotube can heal failures/defects by itself when carbon-nanotube is broken. Where the 

broken means that wire is short or wire is not working correctly because of the defect in 
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structure of nanotube. The broken wires can be used as recovered wires after healing, and 

the hexagon pattern structure changed to pentagon structure. 

 

 

3.2 Self-Healing Process 

The self-healing is processing basically electronic excitation of atoms. Carbon-nanotube 

has a hexagon structure pattern. When this hexagon structure lost one of atoms and linked 

lines broken, the structure as its properties can be electronic excitation to bond broken 

parts. Miyamoto et al theoretical approached and simulated the self-healing process. In 

Figure 3.1(a), this nanotube is a section of (3, 3) with a monatomic vacancy. The self-

healing process is induced by electronic excitations [4, 22, 24].  

 

 

0 fs                    50 fs                      100 fs                 150 fs                  200 fs
missing
an atom 
and bonds

The electronic excitation makes new bonding after 200 femtoseconds.

New 
Pentagon
Structure

Femtosecond = 10 to -15 second.  

Figure 3.1 Self-healing process with monatomic vacancy in nanotube [24] 

 

When the vacancy happened in nanotube, there are three neighbor atoms and they can 

create new bonding.  A new bonding takes about 200 femto-seconds after atoms are 
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excited [24]. The self-healing process of vacancies in Carbon-nanotube induced by 

electronic excitation never happens to Silicon-based devices [24]. 

In Figure 3.2, the left one is a monatomic vacancy and the right one is not a monatomic 

vacancy but the arrangement of atoms is broken which shows the pentagon structure and 

polygon having seven sides within the network of hexagon.  

 

 

  

Figure 3.2: Defects in nanotubes [23] 

 

Figure 3.3 shows change of structure induced by illumination or photo excitation.  The 

process of new bonding formation is only about 200 femto-seconds [24]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Defects in nanotubes and self-healing [23] 
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The atom network of a carbon-nanotube has a property which is capable of chemical self-

bonding to form a molecular structure. When the atom is removed or broken, the bonding 

structure is also broken. The bonding structure is constructed from atom to atom as 

hexagon pattern as usual. Even though one atom is removed, the atom network of carbon-

nanotube is activated and excited to bond each other.  In Figure 3.4 a), a single atom has 

removed in original nanotube and Figure 3.4 b) shows fault with single vacancy which 

lost one atom and three adjusted bonded lines in original nanotube. In Figure 3.4 c), 

above vacancy is fixed with pentagon bonding pattern and then one atom is moving to 

right side from left hexagon pattern so they are reconnected in Figure 3.4 d).   

Figure 3.4(d) shows a fixed atom network of a carbon-nanotube after healing process. 

As shown Figure 3.4, there are four steps to heal vacancy (faults) part in nanotube [12]. 

 

 

a)                                                    b)

c)                                                    d)

Single atom removed
Fault with single vacany
(lost one atom and 
 three adjusted bonded lines) 

Bonding a part of vacancy
(pentagon structure)

Finishing bonding a vacancy
(two pentagon structure)  

Figure 3.4: Repairing a single vacancy [23] 
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• a) Original nanotube. 

• b) Defect occurring with a single vacancy (one atom is removed). 

• c) Bonding a part of vacancy (one pentagon bonding). 

• d) Repairing and fixing the defect (two pentagon bonding). 

 

3.3 Self-Healing Architecture 

In this section, we consider assembled nanoarrays and how self-healing works in 

architecture. In nanoscale array-based architecture, there exist some nanotubes which 

have failures/defects and molecular junction switches can't function. In fault tolerance 

system, usually to avoid faults their architecture is designed to tolerate these 

failures/defects by both local wire sparing and array sparing. We present the concept of 

self-healing in FET-based nanoarray in shown Figure 3.5. When expected faults occured 

such as contact connection fails and broken or short, use adjacent spare line until repaired 

by self-healing process to avoid system fails and to prevent wrong inputs into other 

arrays. In original logic, there are five inputs A, B, C, D, E in array and there are also five 

inputs as same as original logic in fault logic. Systems can use another spare line during 

self-healing processing. This presented self-healing process needs a few spare wire and 

array for self-healing processing but less than fault-tolerance model. 
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Figure 3.5: Avoid failures and self-healing in Nanoarray Architecture [23] 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 

DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION AND YIELD ANALYSIS 

 

 

In this chapter, we identify expected failures/defects in nanotube and compare the yield 

of architecture with redundancy only and the nanotube-based architecture with self-

healing capability. First, we introduce and characterize a nanotube array-based 

architecture under investigation. Then, we characterize the identified failures/defects in 

each nanowire. Based on the characterization of the architecture and defects/failures, we 

propose a yield model that can take into account redundancy along with self-healing 

capability. In order to model and evaluate the yield of the architecture, we consider basic 

single nanowire through extended architecture. Initially defects/failures in a single 

nanowire will be considered and then the yield of single nanowire will be calculated.A 

Single-PLA (Programmable Logic Array) architecture will be initially studied and then it 

will be extend to a two-PLA architecture will be studied. The carbon-nanotube-based 

PLA architecture has shown in Figure 4.1. To simplify diagram, it shows only a single 

PLA (Programmable Logic Array). Finally we will generalize the yield model for general 

cases.  
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Figure 4.1 Carbon-Nanotube-based PLA [1, 20] 
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4.1 Expected Failures/Defects in Nanotube Array-based Architecture 

 

In this section, we identify expected failures/defects in nanotube array-based architecture. 

First, we consider the cross-point failure [20]. The architecture consists of an array of 

PLA (Programmable Logic Array). Each PLA consist of row nanowires and column 

nanowires in a mesh structure as shown in Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.1, each cross-point of 

nanowires can function as diode (shown in Figure 2.14) and can be used as a 

programmable switch. Each switch is set as "ON" status when suspended nanotube 

(upper conductor) contacts lower nanotube (lower conductor) and "OFF" status when 

suspended nanotube turn back to be separated. In this case, the upper nanotube 

(conductor) has chance to meet expected failure such as broken and short when the upper 

nanotube (conductor) is moving down to contact lower nanotube (conductor). 
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Figure 4.2: Cross-point Failure [20] 

 

Second, we consider the length failure [1, 20]. In order to extend the size and capacity of 

nanoarray-based design, due to weak cross-point [20] along the nano-wire when an atom 

is missing in a hexagon-shaped nanotube [24] has shown in Figure 4.3. The weak cross-

point [20] can't work correctly. 
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Figure 4.3: Length Failure [1, 20] 

 

Larger nanowires will be placed for larger architecture. Larger nanowires are more likely 

to exhibit higher probability of line defects resulting in line failures. The line failure 

occurs when an atom is missing in hexagon pattern structure. When an atom is missing, 

the nanowire will not be correctly functional. Even though the nanowire works, it will 

produce bad outputs. 

Third, we consider the contact-connection failure [1, 20]. The contact-connection failure 

occurs at the cross-sections between nanowires in the PLAs and the global interconnect 

wires as shown in Figure 4.4. The global interconnection wires are made of micro-scale 

silicon-based wires. The micro-scale silicon-based interconnect wires distribute the 

current to each nanowire. At each cross-section between micro-scale silicon-based wire 

and nano-scale Carbon-nanotube-based, two different materials are contacted at their 

junction. This junction part will be vulnerable to defects that may result in the contact-
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connection failure. Therefore, an adequate characterization and analysis on this type of 

failure is necessary to ensure a high-yield nanoarray-based architecture to work its 

function.  
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Figure 4.4: Contact-connection Failure [1, 20] 

 

Lastly, we consider the contact decoder [20]. Decoding is the process of converting some 

code such as binary code from nanowires into output value. Each nanowire is addressed 

and activated through row and column decoder at the corresponding directions. When a 

nanowire is addressed, the address (row and column addresses independently) is decoded 

by the responsible decoder. A decoder is placed on each side of a PLA either for row and 

column. When the addressed nanowires contact a decoder, the contacting point may be 

defective as shown in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5: Contact Decoder Failure [20] 

 

In order to ensure address decoding and architectural integrity of the nanowires, the 

nanowires and the decoders have to establish a solid contact. We have shown all the each 

expected defects/failures in a nanotube array-based PLA architecture in Figure 4.6.  
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The four kinds of failures/defects under investigation are further characterized as follows.  

Along with a probability definition for each failure type of the yield modeling purpose is 

as follow. 

 

• Contact-connection failure:  cP  is the probability for each nanowire to experience 

the contract-connection failure. The contact of a nanowire with a corresponding 

microscale interconnect at one end of the nanowire is vulnerable to contact-

connection loss [1, 20]. 

• Length failure: lP  is the probability for each nanowire to the length failure. As the 

nanowire is longer, the nanowire may become more defective [1, 20]. 

• Cross-point failure: cpP  is the probability for each nanowire to the cross-point 

failure. The crossed nanowire at each cross-point is vulnerable to crossed-point of 

row and column nanowires [20]. 

• Contact-decoder failure: dP  is the probability for each nanowire to the contact-

decoder failure. As decoder is placed at each PLA, the contact of addressed 

nanowire with the decoder at one end of nanowire is vulnerable to contact-

decoder loss [20]. 
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Figure 4.6: Defect characterization. Defects are defined as two types. One is contact 

connection failure and another is length of nanotube failure. Contact connection failure; 

1) nanotube connects decode 2) nanotube connects microscale interconnect 3) nanotubes 

crossed at junction point. Lengths of nanotube failure 4) nanotube have short or break [1, 

20]  

 

4.2 Yield with Redundancy Only 

 

In this section, we will study the yield of a nanotube array-based architecture with 

defective-tolerance only and failure without self-healing capability. This nanotube array-

based architecture is using redundant (spare) nanotubes to avoid system faults when this 
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architecture has failures/defects in nanotube. From a Figure 2.15 previously shown in 

chpater 2, for example, the original output F1 is programmed to compute (A1 OR C1) 

NOR (E3 OR F3) and output F1 of using redundancy is programmed to compute (A2 OR 

C2) NOR (E3 OR F3). When a failure occurs on the nanowire line number 1, we can use 

a redundant nanowire number 2 in place of the failed line number 1. The result by using 

the redundant nanowire is supposed to be the same as the original nanowire's output. 

In order to get yield of redundancy only in nanotube array-based architecture, we 

consider firstly a single nanowire line. In a single nanowire, the failure/defects will be 

expected as we have mentioned in the previous section. First, we calculate the expected 

yield of a single nanowire. The expected yield means the probability that the Carbon-

nanotubes in nanoarray-based architecture will be defect free. The yield of a single 

nanowire, referred to as tubeP , 

 

                               D

d

CP

cp

L

l

C

ctube PPPPP )1()1()1()1( −×−×−×−=                       (4.1) 

 

Where,  

• C: numbers of contacts of nanowires with microscale interconnect at one end of 

each nanowire. 

• L: length of a nanowire. 

• CP: number of cross-points. ncNULCP ×= )/(  

• D: number of decodes. )/( ULD =  

• U: unit length of a nanowire. 

• icN : number of interconnects. 
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• ncN : number of cross-points in a unit length. 

In order to get the yield of a single nanowire, tubeP  we assume that all defects are 0.001 in 

each defect. The result of simulation has shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: Yield of tubeP  vs. Length of nanowire 

 

In chapter 2, Figure 2.17 has shown an example of a PLA which consists of 8 row 

carbon-nanotubes and 8 column carbon-nanotubes. In order to get yield of a single 

nanowire, we evaluate the impact of all possible defects and failures. For example, one 

column nanowire in OR PLA connect to a row nanowire and then connect microscale 

interconnect wire and finally connect decoder. Thus, so the yield of single nanowire tubeP  

has to take all kinds of relevant defects/failures into account.  
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From Figure 4.1, we can get specific parameters such as C= 5, the number of contact of a 

nanowire with microscale interconnect wire at one end, L=100nm, the length of wire, 

CP=8, the number of cross-points, and D=1, the number of decoders. We can get also a 

row nanowire as same manner.  

Next, in order to extend yield of one an OR PLA, we consider how many nanowires are 

being utilized as a quorum from n number of available nanowires in each direction in an 

OR PLA by checking how many nanowires are addressed from $n$ number of column 

and row nanowires, respectively. The yield of a column nanowire, columnY , can be 

expressed as follows.  

                                         ∑
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Where, 

• ),( inC : Number of combinations of choosing i nanowires out of n. 

 

Based on the yield of column nanowires in an OR PLA, we extend the to a yield single 

OR PLA level, by considering the yields of row and column nanowires together. From 

the yield of column nanowires, the selected column nanowires can cross row nanowires 

chosen from n number of row nanowires in the OR PLA.  Then, we can calculate the 

yield of an OR PLA yield. The net yield, referred to as netY , means that column and row 

nanowires are taken together into account for the yield of a whole PLA. The yield of net 

can be expressed as follows. 
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Where,  
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• i: number of column nanowire chosen out of $n$ in OR PLA. 

• j: of row nanowire chosen out of $n$ in OR PLA. 

• n: number of row nanowire (column nanowire) in a single PLA. 

• ij: number of ji× . 

• 2n : number of n (number of row nanowire) n (number of column nanowire). 

The variables i, j, n are defined and shown in Figure 4.8.  
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Figure 4.8: i and j in netY . 

 

Next, in order to calculate the yield of two PLAs, i.e., OR and NOR, together, we select 

the k nanowires in NOR (i.e., the second PLA in the model) based on the column 

selection from the OR PLA (i.e., the first PLA in the model), j and then take k crossed 

with j nanowires from n number of nanowires in NOR PLA. The yield of OR and NOR 

PLA together is as follows.  
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Where,  

• i: number of column nanowire chosen out of n in OR PLA. 

• j: number of row nanowire chosen out of n in NOR PLA from OR PLA. 

• k: number of column nanowire chosen out of n in NOR PLA. 

• ij: number of ji× . 

• 2n :  number of n (number of row nanowire) ×  n (number of column nanowire). 

 

The variables i, j, n, and k are defined and shown in Figure 4.9.  
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Figure 4.9: i, j, and k in rY . 

The rT  model is extendible to any larger scale of PLA-array in an incremental manner. 

From example, we can add one more OR PLA resulting in an array of 3 PLAs, such that  
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OR, NOR, OR PLAs are interconnected alternately. Then, the new extended yield, 

referred to as eY , can be expressed as follows. So this architecture has 3 tuples (OR, NOR, 

OR). We can calculate eY  similar to rY . 
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• k: number of column nanowire chosen out of n in NOR PLA. 

• l: number of row nanowire chosen out of n in NOR PLA. 

 

Extended PLAs is shown in Figure 4.10. Based on the converter of direction as shown in 

Figure 4.10, we can calculate the yield of four PLAs model, referred to as gY , as follows. 
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Where, 

• l: number of row nanowire chosen out of n in NOR PLA. 

• m: number of column nanowire chosen out of n in OR PLA. 
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Figure 4.10: Extended architecture and its route of inputs and outputs. This architecture 

shows how input and output works and how it connect with each other. There are four 

inputs and four outputs. Either input or either output can be used. To simplify diagram, 

interconnects are omitted [1] 

 

 

 

4.3 Yield with Self-Healing 

In this section, we will study yield model with self-healing capability along with the 

defect-tolerance by using redundancy. Then we compare the yield with the case of 

redundancy only. Conventional redundancy only yield model can't efficiently and 

effectively evaluate the yield effect by self-healing. Self-healing is a process operating 
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about 200 femto-second for bonding a new structure. In order to tolerate any other 

intermediate failures, this architecture still has to rely on hardware redundancy along with 

self-healing process. But the required amount of redundancy in self-healing system must 

be much less than the one with redundancy only. The system with redundancy only can 

not guarantee of continued system operation when failures occur more than the capacity 

of spare hardware. But the self-healing system can release the redundant resources after 

rebuilding its failed devices through self-healing. Hence, eventually the redundancy in 

self-healing system can participate in the normal operation as well. Ultimately, this will 

significantly improve the capacity and utilization of the system. This is the most 

distinguished feature and benefit of self-healing systems. The yield model for self-healing 

systems, referred to as shY , can be expressed as follows.  

                                                     shggsh YYY α×−+= )1(                                          (4.7) 

Where,  

• gY : Yield with redundancy only. 

• shα : Rate that self-healing capability will repair defects correctly. 

 

In the self-healing yield model, shY , we consider the yield loss, i.e., gY−1 , as the target 

performance to improve. The self-healing rate, i.e., shα , is the rate the self-healing 

process can salvage out of the yield loss, gY−1 , i.e., gY . From this equation, we can 

compute the yield of self-healing system in the model. In order to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of model, parametric simulations are conducted with respect to a few key 
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design factors as follows; for the rate of defect free of nanowires, tubeP  = 0.0 through 1.0 

and number of wires, n = 0 through 1000. 

The simulation results for yield with redundancy only and that with self-healing are 

shown in Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.12. In the yield with redundancy only model, we 

compare between a single PLA yield and extended (two) PLAs yield to know the yield 

difference and relation. In order to demonstrate the self-healing capability, we change the 

rate of self-healing, shα  from 0.5 to 0.9. The rate of tubeP  is ranging from 0.1 to 1.0, and a 

parameter n, the number of nanowires is ranging from 0 to 1000. Figure 5.1 shows the 

yield of a single PLA with redundancy only, shα = 0. In Figure 5.1, the yield of a single 

PLA is highest when the yield of nanowire, tubeP  is 1.0 and the number of nanowire, n is 

small. As tubeP  is decreasing and n is increasing, the yield of PLA is decreasing. Figure 

5.2 and Figure 5.3 show the yield of two PLAs with redundancy only, and shα  is 0 from 

different angle. Figure 5.4 shows the yield of a single PLA with self-healing ( shα = 0.5). 

In Figure 5.4, the range of yield is from 0.5 to 1.0 because the rates of self-healing 

increase the yield of PLA. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the yield of two PLAs with 

self-healing ( shα = 0.5) from different angle. Figure 5.7 shows the yield of a single PLA 

with self-healing ( shα = 0.7). In Figure 5.7, the range of yield is from 0.7 to 1.0 because 

the rates of self-healing increase the yield of PLA. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the 

yield of two PLAs with self-healing ( shα  = 0.7) from different angle. Figure 5.10 shows 

the yield of a single PLA with self-healing ( shα = 0.9). In Figure 5.7, the range of yield is 

from 0.9 to 1.0 because the rates of self-healing increase the yield of PLA. Figure 5.11 

and Figure 5.12 show the yield of two PLAs with self-healing from different angle. From 
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those figures, the yield of a single PLA is higher than two PLAs and self-healing 

capability can increase its yield.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
 
This thesis has presented a study on the yield of carbon-nanotube/nanowire array-based 

computing systems. The emphasis was given on the novel property of the technology, the 

self-healing capability, and its impact on the yield improvement. The motivation of this 

thesis work was that no work has adequately addressed the yield issue such that no work 

has taken into account the synergistic effect of the defect/failure-tolerance by redundancy 

and self-healing that is the most distinguishing and expected merit of the technology; no 

work has efficiently and effectively addressed the architectural impact on the yield along 

with the yield improvement processes. This thesis has presented an extensive and 

comprehensive review of the recent practices of carbon-nanotube/nanowire technology 

and an array-based computing architecture built with carbon-nanotube/nanowire 

technology. The carbon-nanotube/nanowire array-based computing architecture has been 

comprehensively characterized; architecture-specific practical defects and failures have 

been extensively characterized and probabilistically parameterized with specific 

architectural as well as computational factors taken into account; and the yield of the 

system with such architecture has been incrementally developed. Based on the proposed 

yield model, parametric simulation has been conducted and it has revealed the synergistic 

impact of conventional redundancy-based defect/failure-tolerance and self-healing 
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capability on the yield through comparative study. This thesis work will ultimately 

provide a sound theoretical foundation for optimization of carbon-nanotube/nanowire-

based computing systems architecture design and fabrication. 
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Figure 5.1: Yield of a single PLA with redundancy only. P  is the rate of tubeP , n is 

number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.0. 

 

Figure 5.2: Yield of two PLAs with redundancy only (Front side). P  is the rate of tubeP , n 

is number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.0. 
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Figure 5.3: Yield of two PLAs with redundancy only (Back side). P  is the rate of tubeP , n 

is number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.0. 
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Figure 5.4: Yield of a single PLA with redundancy only. P  is the rate of tubeP , n is 

number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.5. 

 

Figure 5.5: Yield of two PLAs with redundancy only (Front side). P  is the rate of tubeP , n 

is number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.5. 
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Figure 5.6: Yield of two PLAs with redundancy only (Back side). P  is the rate of tubeP , n 

is number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.5. 
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Figure 5.7: Yield of a single PLA with redundancy only. P  is the rate of tubeP , n is 

number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.7. 

 

Figure 5.8: Yield of two PLAs with redundancy only (Front side). P  is the rate of tubeP , n 

is number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.7. 
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Figure 5.9: Yield of two PLAs with redundancy only (Back side). P  is the rate of tubeP , n 

is number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.7. 
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Figure 5.10: Yield of a single PLA with redundancy only. P  is the rate of tubeP , n is 

number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.9. 

 

Figure 5.11: Yield of two PLAs with redundancy only (Front side). P  is the rate of tubeP , 

n is number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.9. 
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Figure 5.12: Yield of two PLAs with redundancy only (Back side). P  is the rate of tubeP , 

n is number of wires, Y is yield and rate of self-healing shα =0.9. 
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Findings and Conclusions: This thesis has presented a study on the yield of carbon-

nanotube/nanowire array-based computing systems. The emphasis was given on the 
novel property of the technology, the self-healing capability, and its impact on the 
yield improvement. This thesis has presented an extensive and comprehensive review 
of the recent practices of carbon-nanotube/nanowire technology and an array-based 
computing architecture built with carbon-nanotube/nanowire technology. The carbon-
nanotube/nanowire array-based computing architecture has been comprehensively 
characterized; architecture-specific practical defects and failures have been 
extensively characterized and probabilistically parameterized with specific 
architectural as well as computational factors taken into account; and the yield of the 
system with such architecture has been incrementally developed. Based on the 
proposed yield model, parametric simulation has been conducted and it has revealed 
the synergistic impact of conventional redundancy-based defect/failure-tolerance and 
self-healing capability on the yield through comparative study. This thesis work will 
ultimately provide a sound theoretical foundation for optimization of carbon-
nanotube/nanowire-based computing systems architecture design and fabrication. 
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